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Outline
1. The benefits of multilingualism -- For serious 
research or data analysis, consider using more than one.

Two recent developments that may help:

2. A new interface language? -- Easier and more 
powerful interface when speed is needed.

3. Object-oriented programming in R --  The natural 
programming model for many requirements.
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The Benefits of Multilingualism

•All that software may include the tool(s) you need.  (R, 
Python, Java, C++, Javascript,.....)

•You can do efficient computations when you need them, 
(C++, C, Fortran, Perl, Python, ...)

•and also do large-scale (distributed) computations. (Java, 
C#, Map/reduce,...)

•You can deal with the actual data sources, (DBMS, 
Excel, ...)

•and, of course, express statistical ideas. (R, Matlab, ...)
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Two Recent Developments

•The Rcpp interface between R and C++
A new interface language?

•Object-Oriented Programming in R
The C++, etc. model in R, uniform and complete.







The Interface Language





The Evolving Interface (to C, Fortran)

Version of S Interface Paradigm

Versions 1 and 2 
(1976-1988)

Interface 
Language

A language to program an S 
“function” (arguments & other data); 
implemented by compilation into a 
Fortran subroutine.

Version 3 and 
later, and R 

.C, 
.Fortran

Calls to subroutines in C or Fortran 
that are “independent” of S 
structures, though limited in the 
types of arguments accepted.

Version 4 and R .Call, 
.External

Calls to subroutines in C that 
manipulate arguments and create 
data as S objects, via C macros and 
utilities.



Interfaces for high-performance

•Goal: to get close to machine speed for critical 
computations and/or to use existing code in C, 
Fortran, C++.

•Current interfaces are limited and/or tricky to use.

•We never returned to an “interface language” 
customized for R. 

•Enter Rcpp.  A new interface language?



Rcpp Interface from R to C++

•A CRAN package written by Dirk Eddelbuettel, Romain 
François & others.

•Goal: to use functions and classes from C++ in R.

•C++  code is simpler, less error-prone than C for .Call().

•Large and growing collection of R-like expressions that 
still have C++-level efficiency.

•C++ techniques to further improve speed.

•Potential interface to general C++ classes. 



Example: Function in C/C++

Discrete Convolution:
   

From Writing R Extensions manual.
Hard to write efficiently in R, better in C or C++.
The challenge is to interface the C or C++ code to R, 

and also to make the code reliable.



C code for the .C() interface

•Natural in C (almost) but requires significant 
preparation in R for the interface.

•Tends to be space-inefficient.

•Limited data types: does not generalize to more 
complex data structures and computations.



C code for the .Call() interface



•The C code using R-related macros is more 
complicated and (worse) error-prone.

•It does improve efficiency, if it works.

•In principle any R object can be used or constructed, 
but the C code to do so becomes impractical quickly.

•Enter Rcpp



C++ code for .Call in Rcpp

•Types (NumericVector, NumericMatrix) are directly 
related to R, as in the Interface Language!

•But, in C++ the type space is totally extensible.

•Rcpp also interfaces to C++ classes.

•Many features for efficiency or R-like expressions.



R and Object-Oriented Programming
•Functional Methods and Classes.  Methods are an 

extension of function definitions; flexibility is added 
while the user continues to use (generic) functions.(R)

•Methods Encapsulated in Classes. Methods belong to 
classes of objects; persistent objects are used and 
modified by invoking methods on the object. (C++, 
Java, Python, ...; and now R)

Two complementary programming paradigms; 
sometimes one is clearly better, sometimes either 
works, with different goals.



Example: Statistical Models with OOP
Functional Methods and Classes. 

Methods Encapsulated in Classes.

# Dispatch on both data and specification

Either paradigm works well here, emphasizing 
either functionality or interaction.

# Saves a reference to the data



Reference Classes for Object-Oriented 

Programming in R.

•Reference classes are defined in R with fields and 
methods:

•As with C++, etc. (but unlike earlier R) objects use 
references, and methods are stored in the class:



Reference Classes for Object-Oriented 

Programming in R.

•Reference classes behave like classes in C++, Java and 
many other languages--NOT like R classes.

•But, you can use these classes and program for them with 
ordinary R expressions and functions.

•An extension to core R (from October, 2010)

•In addition to pure R programming we can  embed 
interfaces to C++, etc. in reference classes to extend 
them smoothly in R.

•Rcpp is the first example of such an interface.



Summary

Planning computing projects to include interfacing to 
other systems is part of the tradition of S and R, and 
may be essential for challenging projects.

Recent extensions promise to allow more natural 
programming in the idiom of standard OOP 
languages.

In particular, a new interface to C++ may bring us a 
more natural language for efficient implementations 
(home-crafted or imported). 


